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Key to the letter standing given the title of the study» 
13 » the study was published in English 
R • the study was published in Russian 
G » the study was published in German 
_F s the study was published in French 
H - the study was published in Hungarian 
S « the study was published in Spanish 
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This bibliography contains the pedagogical works of the 
present staff of the Department published in the last 20 
year as well as the publications of the former members 
of the Department created in the course of their activity 
at the University. The arrangement of the material is 
based upon the classification system applied by the peri-
odical 'Hungarian Pedagogical Information." 
The collection of materials was closed on 31 of May in 
1978 Abbreviations 
Acta Univ. Szeg. de A. J . nom. Sect. = Acta Universitatis 
paed, et psych. Ser. spec. paed. Szegediensis de 
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PUBLIC EDUCATION., CULTURAL POLICY 
1. György Ágoston: 
Reflections on medern education. — Up-to-date 
culture, modernization of curriculum. Leotures 
of the scientific session held on the occasion 
of the 10th anniversary of the Hungarian 
Pedagogical Institute. Dec. of 1972. 
[Published by the] HPI. Bp. 1973. 31-40. p. 
2. György Ágoston: 
Reflections on modern education. . • Pedagógiai 
Szemle. Vol. 23. 1973. Nr. 4. 308-313. p. 
3» György Ágoston: 
General fundamental questions of the development 
of education. TSecond conference of the 
pedagogues of the socialist countries. Report on 
the work of section 1.] ® Pedagógiai Szemle. 
Vol. 25. 1975. Nr. 1. 48-50. p. 
4. György Ágoston: 
The 8th congress of the party about education. • 
Pedagógiai Szemle, vol. 13. 1963. n. 2 . 
107-114. p. 
5. György Ágoston: 
Modernizing education as a social need. University 
summer Course of SPK. Szeged, July of 1965. 
A lecture. = Acta Univ. Szeg. de A. J . nom. 
Sectio paed. ét psych. 10. Szeged, 1966. 5-18. p. 
Offprint too. 
6. György Ágoston: 
The notion and significance of lifa-long 
education, s Problems in the modern directing of 
learning. /The 8th Pedagogical University Summer 
Course of SPK. Szeged. A compilation of leotures. 
/Bp. 1971. / print of the SPK. / 18-36. p. 
7 . School policy - education. Pedagogical readings for 
would-be secondary school teaQhers. University 
textbook. Compiled by György Ágoston. Bp. 1964. 
\ Tankönyvkiadó 189. p. Attila József University, 
Faculty of Arts. / 
8 . Elemér Kunsági: 
Thoughts on the further development of our 
school-system. • Szakszervezeti Hirek. I960. 
Nr. 6. 10. p. 
9 . József Nagy: 
A school-system without failure. • Köznevelés. 
Vol. 29. 1973. Nr. 39. 9-10. p. 
10. József Nagy: 
Contradictions of the system of education and the 
targets of development. Notes to form the 
preconception of a long-range development. Szeged, 
1976. 98 si . Multiplication. 
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11 . Sándor Orosz: 
The development of the educational system in the 
age of the social and scientific-tecnnical 
revolution. University Summer Course, Szeged, 
1966. » Pedagógiai Szemle. Vol. 17 . 1967. Hr . 2 . 
190-192. p. 
See also: 49. 
The planning of education 
12 . József Nagy: 
The H E P / International Institute for Educational 
Planning / and the international state of the art in the 
planning of education. = Magyar Pedagógia. Vol. 13« 
- 1973. Nr. 1-2. 91-97. p. 
13. József Nagy: 
Long-range planning of school system. Fundamental 
structural problems of our school-system. = Peda-
gógiai Szemle. Vol. 19. 1969. Nr. 10. 936-945. p. 
14. József Nagy: ' 
Long-range planning of school system. Fundamental 
structural problems of our school-system. Bp. 
/1970 / Tankönyvkiadó. 234 p. 
15. József Nagy: . * 
The long-range planning of the number of pupils 
concerning certain types of schools and the 
vertical division of the school-system. Candidatéa 
dissertation. .["SzegedQ* 1966. 301 p. 
Multiplication. 
16 . József Nagy: 
The long-range planning of the number of pupils 
concerning certain types of schools and the 
vertical» division of the school-system. Szeged. 
1967. HAS Multiplication, [Bp} 21 p. 
/Theses of a candidate dissertation/ 
17. József Nagy: 
The conception of the long-range development of 
our school structure. ¡= The long-range development 
of our school structure. Plan-studies. Bp. 1974. 
37-59. p. [M] agyar [T]udományos [A] kadémia 
Pedagógiai Kutató Csaport Közlemenyei. 2. 
18. József Nagy: 
Concöption, long-range plan, research, a Közneve-
lés. Vol. 30. 1974. Nr. 3 . 9-10. p. 
19. József Nagy: 
The long-rahge planning of schooling proportions 
Concerning the age-groups. • Studies on some 
topics of the science of education. 1966. Bp. 
1967, Akadémiai Publishing house. 141-210. p. 
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20. József Nagy: 
The development and perspective of the secondary 
school training system. [Bp.J 1972, Kossuth 
Publishing house. 106 p. 
Series title: The developmental tendencies and 
long-range planning of the secondary school 
training system. 
21. József Nagy: 
Long-range planning of the educational system. 
An interview. [Reporter] : György Horváth » Köz-
nevelés. Vol. 25. 1969. Nr* 22. 17-19. p. 
22. József Nagy: 
The ten-year school-system = Valóság. Vol. 15. 
1971. Nr. 9 . 45-51. p. 
Foreign education 
23« György Ágoston: 
School experiments at the schooling age in 
Austria. = Pedagógiai Szemle. Vol. 26. 1976. 
s Nr. 10. 948-966. p. 
24. György Ágoston: 
Austrian reform experiments on the senior grade 
of grammarr-school. = Magyar Pedagógia. Vol. 18. 
1978* Nr. 1. 107. 120. p. 
25. György Ágoston - Vera Déri - István Hahn: 
A Case study on the development of higher 
education in some East European Countries. Paris , 
- 1974, UNESCO. 1976 p. Multiplication. /ED-74/ws/52. / 
d 
26. György Ágoston: 
The structure of higher education in the United 
States. = The questions of the American higher 
education. Bp. 1973, HPRC 17-45. p. /Information 
concerning higher education/. 
27. György Ágoston: 
The French public education four years after the 
reform. = Pedagógiai Szemle. Vol. 13. 1963. Nr. 9 . 
841-848. p. 
28. György Ágoston: 
The French public education four years after the 
reform, a School policy - education. Pedagogical 
readings for would-be secondary school teachers. 
Bp. 1964, Tankönyvkiadó. 43-52. p. 
29. György Ágoston: 
The reform of the French public education. - Pe-
dagógiai Szemle. Vol. 13. 1963. Nr. 3. 283-291. p. 
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30. György Ágoston: 
The development of the Polish Pedagogical 
Institute. • Köznevelés. Vol. 23. 1967. Nr. 4 . 
147-149.p. 
31 . György Ágoston: 
The school system of the German Federal Republic. 
- Pedagógiai Szemle. Vol. 24 . 1974. Nr. 10. 
947-957. p. 
32. György Ágoston: 
Long-range directives of the OCDE /Organisation 
de Cooperation et de Développement Economiques/ 
concerning curricular design. = Magyar Pedagógia. 
Vol. 13. 1973. Nr. 4 . 452-460. p. 
33« The Langevin-Wallon project. (Le plan Langevin-Wallon. 
La réforme de l'enseignement.) '{[Compiled byj 
/Paul Langevin, Henry Wallon. Trans. / int . ; 
[postscript] : György Ágoston. Bp. 1966. Tankönyv-




WAYS AND INSTITUTION POR GENERAL TRAINING » 
Preparation for school 
34. József Nagy: 
Preparation for school and schooling. Bp. 1974, 
Akadémiai Publishing house. 83 p. 1 pi . /Scienoe 
of education and social practice. 1 . / 
35. József Nagyt 
Preparation for school as a social and pedagogical 
need* The possibilities of the application of a 
new compensating schooling model, s Pedagogical 
research works in service of the development of 
the educational system and structure. [The 11th 
Pedagogical University Summer Course or SPK. 
Szeged. A compilation of the lectures. Published, 
by the Organization of SPK in Csongrád county.) 
Szeged, jl975] 1974. 69-91. p. 
36. József Nagy: 
The [five-six] 5-6-year-old children's readiness 
for school. = The role of psychology in 
increasing the efficiency of the educational 
process. TTh e 12th Pedagogical University Summer 
Course of SPK. Szeged. A compilation the leotures.) 
• [Published by the Organization of SPK in county 
Csongrád]. Szeged, 1975. 168-181. p. 
37.. József Nagy: 
PREFER - A preventive system investigating 
development to measure the 5-6-year-old children's 
preparedness to school. [Publ. by] Pedagogical 
Research Group of HAS. [Bp.] 1976. 62 p. 
38. József Nagv: 
PREFER - A system to investigate the preventive 
development of 5-6-year-old children. /Publ. by/ 
Pedagogical Research Group of HAS. /Bp . / 1975. 
77 p.. 
Special forms of general training /all-day-school, da.v-tlme 
home7 
39. György Ágoston: 
Opening speech. = The experiences of experimenting 
with all-day-school in general school. Hungarian 
Pedagogical Conference, 1969. 21-22 of Oct. Makó. 
[Publ. by] Cult. Dep. of Ex..Com. of the Municipal 
Council of Makó. Makó, 1970. 5-6. p. 
40. Éva Rózsa:.- Gyula Belényi: 
All-day-school in Hódmezővásárhely. » Köznevelés, 
Vol. 22. 1966. Nr. 15 /16 . 569-571. p. 
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41. £va Rózsa: 
All-day-school in Hódmezővásárhely and Makó. » 
Módszertani Közlemények. Vol. 9 . 1969. Nr. 5 . 
259-262. p. 
42 . Éva Rózsa: 
All-day-school or school home? = A Tanitó, Vol . 7 . 
1969. Nr. 12. 14-18. p . 
43. Éva Rózsa: 
Educational work at the all-day-school /school 
home/. = The day-time home and the educational 
work at the all-day-school. Ed. Sándor PUls. Bp. 
1974, Tankönyvkiadó. 111-155. p . 
44 . Éva Rózsa - Mihály Simon: 
The experiences of all-day-school experiments in 
Csongrád county. = Collection of the pedagogical 
experiences of the teachers of Csongrád county. 
7 . 1967/[19] 68. [Szeged]., 1969. 151-173. p. 
45 . Éva Rózsa: 
The experiences of all-day-school experiments in 
Csongrád county. = The experiences of all-day-school 
experiments carried out in the general school. 
Hungarian Pedagogical Conference, 21-22 of Oct . 
1969. Makó. [Publ.] Cult. Dep. of Ex. Com. of the 
Municipal Council of Makó. Makó, 1970. 45-54. p. 
46. Éva Rózsa: 
School-home for senior pupils in Hódmezővásárhely. 
» Köznevelés. Vol. 27. 1971. Nr. 23 . 32-35. p. 
47. Éva Rózsa: 
The forms of the all-day-school instruction and 
education. The most inportant pedagogical 
experiences. = Acta Univ. Szeg. de A. J . nom. 
Sectio paed. et psych. 14. Szeged, / 1971 ) . 
34-45. p. G 
Offprint too. 
48 . Éva Rózsa: 
Leisure time in the all-day-school. = Acta Univ. 
Szeg. de A. J . nom. Sectio paed. et psych. 18 . 
Szeged, 1975. 17-37. p. G 
49 . Éva Rózsa: 
Actual educational, politicy questions - from the 
point of view of the school-home. = Köznevelés, 
Vol. 29 . 1973. Nr. 29. 12-13. p . 
50. Éva Rózsa: 
The all-day-school education as a social need. = 
Let us get acquainted with the! all" -day 
education in our schools. Bp. 1971. 11-12. p. 
^Publications of the Hungarian Pedagogical 
51. Éva Rózsa:I i l l -day education at school and the 
school-home. A candidate's dissertation. [SzegedJ, 
1974. 322 1. Multiplication. 
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52. Eva Rózsar . 
U Al l -day education at school and the school-home. 
Szeged, 1974. 14 p. Multiplication. /Theses of a 
candidate»s dissertation/ 
53* Éva R<5zsa - Gyula Belénvi: 
School-home in the senior section of general 
school, a Let us get acquainted with the a l l -day 
education in our schools. Bp. 1971. 61-70. p. 
/Publications of the Hungarian Pedagogical 
Society. 13*/ 
54. Éva Rózsa: " 
School-home or day-time home? » Köznevelés, Vol.27. 
1971. Nr. 17/18 . 71-72. p. 
55. Éva Rózsa: 
The possibilities of the modernization of 
j a l l -day education. = Acta Univ. Szeg. de A. J . 
nom. Sectio paed. et psych. 16* Szeged, 1973* 
3-28. p. G 
56* Éva Rózsa: 
Prom day-time home to all-day-school. /Some 
experiences of our experiments./ = Scientific 
proceedings of the teacher-training institutions. 
[Publ. by the Teachers* Training College, Debre-
cen]. 6. Debrecen, 1969. 109-127. p. 
57. Éva Rózsa: 
Day-time home has not come to an impasse I • Köz-
nevelés, Vol. 26. 1970. Nr. 5. 17-18. p. 
58. Éva Rózsa: 
The modernization of education at school- homes. 
= The questions of the modern directing of learning, 
(The 8th Pedagogical University Summer Course of 
SPK. Szeged. A compilation of the lectures.) 
Bp. 1971, (Print of the SPK.) 147-161. p. 
59. Éva Rózsa: 
• P9ssibilities of modernizing the education at 
school-homes = Magyar Pedagógia. Vol. 12. 1972. 
Nr. 4. 432-442. p. 
60. Éva Rózsa: 
Pive-day teaching. = Köznevelés. Vol. 24. 1968. 
Nr. 23. 895-896. p.. 
61. Éva Rózsa: 
Purposeful development'of all-day-school education 
in Hungary. = Ganztatige Bildung und Erziehung. 
6. Jg. 1969. 5. H. 200-202. p. G 
62. Erzsébet Tanács: 
Pupils at school- homes. = Acta Univ. Szeg. de 
A. J . nom. Acta iuvenum Sectio paed. et psych. 1. 
Szeged, 1975. ,65-81. p. 
See: 180. 
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Transition between the educational stages. Choice of 
career, further education. 
63. György Ágoston: 
Relationship between secondary school education 
and higher school studies. /Lecture written for 
the scientific session of the Pedagogical 
Institute of the Ruhr University, Bochum, 1 9 7 1 . / 
= Acta Univ. Szeg. d e a . j . n o m . Sectio paed. et 
psych. 15. Szeged", 1972. 3-26. p. G 
64. The choice of career of would-be teachers.ffPhé survey 
was carried out by; written byj : Benő Csapó. 
Márta Herr etc . ) = Acta Univ. Szeg. de A. J . nom. 
Acta iuvenum Sectio paed. et psych. 1. Szeged, 
1975. 5-25. p. 
65. Mrs. Merényi, Csilla Meleg: 
The role of the grammar-school in preparing pupils 
for higher studies and its reflection in the 
intentions after the final exam. /On the basis 
of a total survey made in Csongrád countW. . 
A doctoral dissertation. Szeged, 1977. [2 j, 112, 
/ 2 / 1 . Typescript. 
See: 80 . 
General questions of higher education 
66. György Ágoston - József Nagy: 
The university of Szeged and the facultation. 
A conversation of István Gábor with . ® Magyar 
Nemzet. Vol. 33. 1977. 3th of Nov. 8 . p. 
67. The nature of the work of the head of the department at 
the university. ¡"A debate organized at the 
University of Szeged. The lecture of László Kal-
már, the contributions of István Kovács, 
György Ágoston! = Felsőoktatási Szemle. Vol. 10. 
1961. Nr. 10. 573-587. p. 
* 68. László Gruber: 
Hungarian University Educational Conference in 
Szeged. = Felsőoktatási Szemle.. Vol. 17. 1968. 
Nr. 5. 309. p. 
See: 83 . 
Start of a career. Theachers* career. /Sense of vocation/ 
69. József Nagy: 
- The evaluation of the survey. = How our students 
1 graduated betweenfl96^-[19] 72 could cope with 
their work. Szeged, 1974. 55-156. p. 
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70. József Nagy: 
The investigation. = How our students graduated 
between |196^-|19] 72 could cope with their work. 
Szeged, 1974. 5-13.p. 
71 . József Nagy: 
Our former students' coping with their work in 
the reflection of their conversations with their 
leaders. = How our students graduated between 
D-96^ [193 72 could cope with their work. Szeged, 
1974. 16-24. p. 
72 . József Nagy - József Veczkó: 
Our former students» coping with their work in 
the school. /1-2. / = Felsőoktatási Szemle. Vol. 25. 
1976. Nr. 1. 7-16. p. Nr. 2. 75-80. p. 
73. How our students graduated between 1968-[19]72 could 
cope with their work. (Ed. József Nagv, József 
Veczkó. [Contributors] László Gruber Mrs. Hunya 
Margit Ambrus/ etc . ) Szeged, 1974. 158. p. 
[Publications of the] Faculty of Arts of the 
University Attila József. 2 . / 
74 . Sándor Orosz: 
The development of the sense of vocation of the 
would-be-teachere. Felsőoktatási Szemle. Vol. 17. 
1968. Nr. 7 / 8 . 443-447. p. 
75 . Éva Rózsa: 
The role of the thesis in the deepening of the 
teachers* sense of vocation, = Actual questions 
of the university instructive-educative work in 
our faculty. / 3 » / Competition essays. Szeged, 
1975. 165-175. p. /[Publications of the] Faculty 
of Arts of the University Attila József. 4 . / 
See: 109. 
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
76. Csilla M. Meleg: 
The reasons why commercial pupils change their 
specialties. = Career Guidance, Vol. 6. 1973. 
Nr . 4 . 20-24 p. 
INSTRUCTIVE-EDUCATIVE WORK AT SCHOOLS 
Connection between teacher and pupil 
77. György Ágoston - László Veszprémi: 
The influence of teachers' behaviour on pupils' 
achievement. An investigation. = Pedagógiai 
Szemle. Vol. 17. 1967. Nr. 3. 198-209. p. 
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78 . György Ágoston* 
The influence of teachers' behaviour and intensive 
practice on pupils» achievement. = Wissenschaft-
liche Zeitschrift der Universität Rostock. Jg . 16. 
1967. Gesellschafts und Sprachwissenschaftliche 
Reihe. H. 5-6. 277-283. p. G 
79» József Nagy: 
Our Responsibility is common, s Délmagyarország. 
Vol. 66. 1977. 30th of Oct. 4 . p. 
80 . László Török: 
Pedagogical procedures of the treatment of f irst 
formers considering the problems of transition 
from general school to secondary school. £A 
competition advertised by the Municipal Cultural 
Department of Szeged. Szeged, 1964.] 47 1. 13. p i . 
Typescript. 
81. László Török: 
Arousing and satisfying the cultural demands in 
the physical workers» children. = Pedagógical 
Research Group of the Hungarian Academy of 
Sciences "Education-sociological Research". 
1975. [Bp. 1976.] 53-60. 1. Multiplication. 
General questions of education 
82 . György Ágoston: 
The Marxist ideal of human versatility. = forming 
the socialist personality and community. (Inter-
national Educaгional Conference. Balatonfüred, 
.Oct. of 1969. Abbr. minutes ) 3p. 1970. 13-22. p . 
/Publications of the Hungarian Pedagogical • 
Society. 3 • / 
83.' György Ágoston: 
General tasks of the educational work of the 
faculties. / 1 . / Competition essayyfor the 
educational program of the faculty. Szeged, 1974. ' 
1-17. p. [Publications of the] Faculty of Arts 
of the University Attila József. 2 . / 
84 . György Ágoston: 
The possibilities of Hungarian higher educational 
institutions in preparing the students for 
scientific research work. = Acta Univ. Szeg. Sect, 
paed, et psych. 6. Szeged, 1962. 5-17. p. 
85 . Educational tasks of our age and the co-op§ration of 
educational factors. [Sum.] György Ágoston = 
Themes of the 5th Educational Congress. Bp. 1970. 
28-30. of Sept. 2 . = Köznevelés. Vol. 26. 1970. 
Nr. 11-14. P. 
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86. József Nagy: 
Pedagogical Utopia or real possibility? * Közne-
velés, Vol. 31. 1975. Nr. 26. 15-16. p. 
See: 7 , 68, 256. 
Ideological-political education 
87. György Ágoston: 
Ideological-political education. Delivered: at 
the 2nd conference of the pedagogues of the 
socialist countries. Berlin, 12-16. of Aug. 1974. > 
Pedagógiai Szemle. Vol. 25. 1975. Nr. 1. 12-69. p. 
88 . György Ágoston: 
Notes on world view. tl-4. proceedings] • Közneve-
lés. Vol. 14. 1958. Nr. 21. 489-491. p. Nr. 22 . 
515-517. p. Nr. 23-24. 542-544. p. Vol. 15. 1959. 
Nr. 1. 3-6. p. 
89 . György Ágoston: 
Notes on world view. [Selection]. • The questions 
of ideological education /A collection of 
articles and selected passages/. Part 10. /For 
hindergarten teachers/. Bp. 1959. Felsőokt. Jegy-
zeteli . 5-18. p. 
Moral education 
90. György Ágoston: 
Fundamental principles of moral education, m Köz-
nevelés. Vol. 18. 1962. Nr. 14. 421-423. p. 
91. György Ágoston: 
The unity of intellectual, emotional, volitional 
education and the significance of forming habits 
in the course of moral education. * Pedagógiai 
ABC. 6. = I f jú Kommunista Vol. 3 . 1959. Nr. 7 . 
17-22. p. 
92. György Ágoston - Elemér Kunsági: 
An investigation of children's ideals. » Acta 
Univ.. Szeg. de A. J . nom. Sectio paed. et psych. 
13. Szeged, 1969. 21-35. p. 
Op. too. 
93 . György Ágoston: 
The ideal of man in the socialist pedagogy. = 
International Review of Education. Vol. XVI. 
1970. Nr. 3 . 260,-271.p. jfl 
Op. too. 
94. György Ágoston: 
The contents and tasks of educating children 
for the love of truth. = Köznevelés. Vol. 16. 
I960. Nr. 7 . 195-198. p. 
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95 . György Ágoston: 
The communist morality and the tasks of moral 
education. [Bp.] 1961. Tankönyvkiadó. 208 .t / 2 / p. 
Ditto: 2nd edition 1962. 218 p. 
3rd edition 1965. 218 p. 
4th edition 1969. 218 p. 
96 . György Ágoston: 
The contents and tasks of educating children for 
socialist humanism. [A passage from a work in 
progress]. = Köznevelés. Vol. 15. 1959. Nr. 20 . 
461-464. p. 
97 . Elemér Kunsági: 
An investigation of the ideals of secondary 
school students, = Acta Univ. Szeg. de A. J . nom. 
Sect. paed. et psych. 17. Szeged, 1974. 134-160. p. 
E 
9 8 . Blemér Kunsági: 
An investigation of young people's ideals. • The 
role of psychology in increasing the efficiency 
of the instructive and educative process. (The 
12th Pedagogical University Summer Course of SPK. 
Szeged. A compilation of the lectures.^ ÍPubl. by 
the Organization of SPK in Csongrád county}. 
Szeged, 1975. 356-389. p. 
99 . József Nagy-: 
Our ideal of man and the general school, a Közne-
velés, Vol. 1976. Nr. 23. 11-12. p. 
Patriotic-, /national defence/ internationalist education 
100. György Ágoston: 
Some problems of educating university and college 
students for internationalism. = Scientific 
proceedings of the Teachers' Training College, 
Pécs. 12. 1968. Ser. 4. Histórica. Pecs, 1968. 
147-153. p. 
Op. 
101. György Ágoston: 
The education of pupils for patriotism and national 
defence in the system of socialist pedagogy. Actual 
questions of socialist patriotism. Lectures of the 
meetings in Eger. -¿1967-1972.) (Bp.; 1974, Ifjúsá-
gi Lapkiadó, 61-70.p. 
102. The tasks of the education of national defence in the 
course of the instructive-educative work at 
schools. Textbook for students Ed. György Ágoston. 
Bp. 1968. Tankönyvkiadó. 75 . p. 
103. School and national defence. (Ed. Gyula Kovács. Authors: 
György Ágoston. László Bodó etc. ) Bp. 1968. Tan-
könyvkiadó. 3*í4. p. 5 pl 
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104. The experiences of a survey investigating the results 
of education for national defence among fourth 
formers,in a grammar-school. CWritton by]: 
György Ágoston, Mrs. Kerekes (Mária NagjJ, Elemér 
Kunsági, Mrs. Nag.y fMargit Varga), János Nag.v. 
Sándor Orosz, ¿va Rózsa. = Acta Univ. Szeg. de 
A. J . nom. áect. paed. et psych. 12. Szeged, 
1968. 5-20. p. 
Op. too. 
105. János Nagy: Commemorating the 15th of March in primary 
school classes. = Módszertani Közlemények. Vol. 3 . 
1963. Nr .1 . 24-30. p.. 
See: 251. 
Community education 
106. György Ágoston: 
The criteria of community and its significance 
in communist education. = Köznevelés. Vol. 17. 
1961. Nr. 11. 710-712. p. 
107. János Nagy: 
The community of students and their self-government 
at the university. = Educational experiences in 
higher education. Bp. 1968, multiplication of 
HPRC 101-126. p. /A guide by a Special Commitee 
on Education, Association of the Hungarian 
Higher Education. 2 . / 
Polytechnical training 
108. György Ágoston: 
Some requirements of educating many-sided people 
in the grammar-school vocational training. « 
. Munka és Iskola. Vol. 2. I960. Nr. 5. 1-5.p. 
109. László Török: 
The role of polytechnical training in the choice 
of career and in forming of the sense of 
vocation. = Minutes of the Hungarian Polytechnical 
Seminary. Vol. 2. 1967. [Publ. by the] Cultural 
Ministry [Bp. 1967] l'5-22. p. 
Aesthetic education 
110. György Ágoston: 
The Marxist notion of aesthetic education. = Pe-
dagógiai Szemle. Vol. 21. 1971. Nr. 1. 4-9. p. 
111. László Gruber: 
The unity of education and culture. - Felsőokta-




112. György Ágoston: 
Acceleration and education. » Acceleration and 
education. (The 9th Pedagogioal University 
Summer Course of SPK. A compilation of the 
lectures. Publ. by the Organization of SPK in 
county Csongrád ) Szeged, 1972. 17-36.p. 
113. György Ágoston: 
Acceleration and education. - - *s lecture at 
the Summer University Course. = Délmagyarország, 
Vol. 62. 14. of July, 1972. 5. p. 
The oontents of instruction. Curricular design, lesson 
114. György Ágoston: 
The new grammar-school curricular design. » Köz-
nevelés. Vol. 19. 1963. Nr. 2 . 45-47. p. 
115. Mr»* Nagy /Nagy Józsefné/ - József Naftyi 
The typifying of lessons and the practical work 
of teachers. • Köznevelés. Vol. 19. 1963* Nr. 17* 
555-556* p. 
116. Sándor Orosz: 
How can we analyse the material of the curricular 
design? * Köznevelés. Vol. 29. 1973* Nr. 23 . 
10-12. p. 
Sees 205, 214. 
General forms, methods of education 
117. Qyörgy Ágoston: 
Methods helping the regular learning of university 
students. » Acta Universitatis Debreoeniensis de 
Ludovioo Kossuth nominate. 13* 1967. Ser. 
pedagógica. 5. Debrecen, 1967. 35-41. p. 
Op. 
118. Mrs. Nagy /Nagy Istvánná/: 
Problems of preparing and elaboration at the 
biology lessons of the television. • The role of 
school-television in the instructive-educative 
work. (Bp. 1967), Tankönyvkiadó. 5-50. p. 
119. Mrs. Nagy /Nagy Istvánné/: 
Interpretation of a school-textbook with applied 
problem solutions in the 5th form. - A Biológia 
Tanitása. Vol. 8 . 1969. Nr. 3 . 78-82. p. 
120. János Nagy: 
Recapitulative lessons at the beginning of the 
school-year. » Módszertani Közlemények. Vol. 3* 
1963. Nr. 4 . 249. p. 
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121. János Nagy: 
Some remarks about the primary -inculcation. 
= Módszertani Közlemények. Vol. 2. 1962. Nr. 3. 
23-34> p. 
122. János Nagy: 
Recapitulations at the end of the school-year. » 
Módszertani Közlemények. Vol. 3. 1963. Nr. 3. 
166-180. p. 
123. József Nagy: 
Algorythms in the instruction. • Köznevelés. 
Vol. 26. 1970. Nr. 9 . 35-37. p. 
124. József Nagy: 
Strategies of education. • Köznevelés. Vol. 32. 
. 1976. Nr. 17. 11-12. p. 
125. József Nagy: 
Theme-compensation education. /Plan-study/. • 
Acta Univ. Szeg. de A. J . nom. Sect. paed. et 
psych. 19. Szeged, 1977. 69-81. p. ® 
Programmed instruction 
126. György Ágoston: 
Programmed instruction and teaching machines. • 
Köznevelés. Vol. 19. 1963. Nr. 16. 494-499. p. 
127. Experiences of programmed instruction. Ed., preface: 
György Ágoston Bp. 1966 . , Tankönyvkiadó, 118 p. 
/Actual questions of pedagogy in Hungary/. 
128. József Nagy: 
Permanent recapitulation and programmed 
instruction. » The programmed education. Results 
and tasks. [Publ. by the] HPI. [BpJ 1969. 
136-140. p. 
129. József Nagy - Vilmos Szendrényi: 
Programmed instruction in the practice. A reflection 
to Ernő Sárkány's study. • Köznevelés. Vol. 21. 
1965. Nr. 21. 822. p. 
130. József Nagy: 
Some practical questions of programmed instruction. 
« Szakmunkásnevelés. Vol. 17. 1966. Nr. 1. 
13-16. p. 
131. Vilmos Szendrényi - József Nagy: 
The role of programmed themes in the instruction. 
» Köznevelés Vol. 20. 1964. Nr. 8 . 300-303. p. 
132. Vilmos% Szendrényi - József Nagy: 
* The role of programmed themes in the instruction, 
a The role of modern technical means in pedagogy, 
(lectures delivered at the University Summer 
Course. Szeged, 1964. (/Publ. by the] Organization 
of SPK in Csongrád county). Szeged, 1966. 
177-185. p. 
See: 215, 272. 
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Paoultative education 
133« Imre Csiszár: 
Experimental catching-up process in facultative 
subject-group secondary education. • Acta Univ. 
Szeg. de A. J . nom. Sect. Daed. et psych. 19 . 
Szeged, 1977. 17-48. p. gj 
134. Imre Csiszár: 
The process of orientation in experimental 
facultative subject group education, a The 
experiences of the experimental grammar-school 
facultative training. Acta Univ. Szeg. de A. J , 
nov. Sect. paed. et psych. Ser. spec. paed. 
Szeged, 1977. 21-52. p. 
See: 276, 277, 278, 280, 284. 
The control, evaluation of results, examinations 
135. György Ágoston: 
Arguments for the fianl examination, b A debate 
on the final examination. The main question is : 
what should it be like? Köznevelés. Vol. 24 . 
1968. Nr. 1-4. 12-15., 48-51., 91-94., 142-146.p. 
136. György Ágoston: 
Higher educational examining. = Introduction to 
higher education, [publ. by' the] MPRC, Hungarian 
Pedagogical Society. (Bp . ) 1975. 263-280. p. 
137. György Ágoston - József Nagy - Sándor Orosz: 
Measuring methods in pedagogy. Bp. 1971. Tan-
könyvkiadó. 371 pl. /Measuring results at 
schools./ 
x Ditto: 2nd enlarged edition. 1974. 414 p. 
138. György Ágoston - József Nagy - Sándor Orosz: 
Measuring the level of knowledge at the end of 
a theme. « Köznevelés. Vol. 26 . 1970. Nr. 3 . 
15-19. p. 
139. Acta Universitatis Szegediensis de Attila József nominatae 
§ectio paedagogica. Series specifica. (Ed. György 
Ágoston/. Standardized tests measuring] skills^ 
1 - / V o l . / Szeged, 1973-. 
140. Acta Universitatis Szegediensis de Attila József nominatae 
§ectio paedagogica. Series specifica. /Ed. György 
Ágoston). Standardized tests at the end of a 
theme. 1 »[Vol.] Szeged, 1973-. 
141. Measuring results at schools. Ed. of the ser. György 
Ágoston. Bp. 1971-, Tankönyvkiadó. 
142. The use' of. . * the multiple choice tests to control the 
efficiency of education. [Written by] : Rezso 
Szabó, . . . Margit H. Ambrus . . . etc. « Orvosi 
Hetilap Vol. 114. (1973) . Nr. 35. 2101-2106. p. 
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143» The experiences of the use of electronic computers 
when examining medical students. [Written by]» 
Rezső Szabó, Margit H. Ambrus etc. = Orvosi 
Hetilap. Vol. 111. (1970) . Nr .2 . 63-67. p. 
144. Mrs. Nagy /Nagy Istvánná/: 
The significance of motivation in the recitation 
= A Földrajz Tanitása. Vol. 9 . 1966. Nr. 1. 
10-13. p. 
145. József Nagy: 
Measuring skills in elementary calculation and 
the national level of its development. Bp. 
1971. Tankönyvkiadó. 188 p. /Measuring results 
at schools/. 
146. József Nagy: 
Why do the red squirrels come? Troubles in the 
functioning of the pedagogical evaluation. • 
Köznevelés, Vol. 33. 1977. Nr. 33. 9-10. p. 
147. József Nagy: 
The marking in our school-system. » Köznevelés, 
Vol. 29. 1973. Nr. 1. 9-10. p. 
148. József Nagy: 
Standard grade. = Acta Univ. Szeg. de A. J . nom. 
Sect. paed. et psych. 16. Szeged, 1973. 
87-110. p . * [U 
149. József Nagy:... 
Standard grade. = Pedagógiai Szemle. Val. 23. 
1973. Nr. 3. 225-234. p. 
150. József Nagy: 
The directing evaluation of pupils with the 
help of problem-data banks in the theme-com-
pensation education. = Directing the evaluation 
of pupils with the help of problem-data banks. 
Acta Univ.Szeg. de A. J . nom. Sect. paed. et 
psych. Ser. spec. paed. Szeged, 1977. 7-18. p. 
151. József Nagy: 
Practical questions of measuring the level of 
knowledge at the end of a theme. Bp. 1970, 
{Tempo) [Multiplication.] 126. p. 
152. József Nagy: 
Practical questions of measuring the level of 
knowledge at the end of a theme. Bp. 1972, 
Tankönyvkiadó. 148 p. /Measuring results at 
schools/. 
153. Sándor Orosz: 
Particular system of measuring the level of 
• knowledge in Hungary, conforming to the 
possibilities of the integrated school-system. • 
Acta Univ. Szeg. de A. J . nom. Sect. paed. et 
psych. 15. Szeged, 1972. 27-96. p. HI 
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154. Sándor Orosz: 
Measuring the pupils' level of achievement. 
[Publ. by the] Pedagogical and Psychological 
Institute of the Attila József University in 
Szeged. Szeged, 1968. 20 p. Multiplication. 
155. Sándor Orosz : 
Measuring the level of knowledge at the end of 
a theme. = Köznevelés. Vol. 28. 1972. Nr. 11. 
35-39. p. 
School hygiene 
156. László Török: 
The overloading of secondary school pupils in 
puberty. = Lectures delivered at the meeting 
of the József Fodor School Hygiene Society. 
Szeged, 28-29. of Sept. 1972. [Szeged, 1972J. 
62-67. 1. Multiplication. 
The maens of education 
157. György Ágoston: 
Pedagogical and psychological significance of 
the application of audio-visual technical aids 
* Felsőoktatási Szemle. Vol. 15. 1966. Nr. 2 . 
65-69. p. 
158. György Ágoston: 
Pedagogical and psychological significance of 
the application of audio-visual technical aids 
« Conference about the modern technical means 
in higher education. [Bp.] 1965. X I I . f2-4.1 
Bp. 1968, 17-25. p. /Higher educational 
pedagogical studies/ . 
159. György Ágoston - József Nagv - Sándor Orosz: 
The role of technical means in education. • 
Audio-vizuális Közlemények. [Vol. 2 . ] 1965. 
4-5. 5-31. p. 
160. The role of modern technical means in pedagogy. 
(Lectures delivered at the University Summer 
Course. Szeged, 1964. Ed. György Ágoston. 
[Publ. by the] Organization of the SPK in 
Csongrád county..) Szeged, 1966. 269 p. 
161. Mrs. Nagy /Nagy Istvánné/: 
The role of audio-visual aids in the education 
of pedagogical subjects. = Felsőoktatási Szeml 
Vol. 20. 1971. Nr. 11. 678- 681. p. 
162. Mrs. Nagy, Margit Varga: 
The concept and didactic value of the work 
sheet. = Acta Univ. Szeg. de A. J . nom. Sect, 
paed. et psych. 16. Szeged, 1973« 111-131. p. 
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163- Mrs, Nagy /Nagy Istvánné/: 
Tha role of work sheets in the activization of 
pupils. = The guestions of the modern directing 
of learning. (The 8th Pedagogical University 
Summer Course of SFK. A compilation of the 
lectures.) Bp. 1971, (Print of the SPK) 
103-125.p. 
164. Mrs. Nagy /Nagy Istvánné/: 
Geographical diapositives.for the 5th form of 
the genera^ school. Bp. U.969J, Orsz. Tanszer-
gyártó és Ertékesitó Váll. 98 .p . /Tanszeris-
mertető. 2 / 6 9 . / 
165. Mrs. Nagy /Nagy Istvánné/ - Mrs. Nagy /Nagy Vendelné/ -
Gyula Kérész: 
The role of school television in the 
instructive-educative work. Bp. 1967, Tankönyv-
kiadó. 128 p. 
166. Mrs. Nagy /Nagy Istvánné/: 
The treatment of programmes bioadeast by the 
school television with the help of work sheets. 
[Geography, natural history - 5th formj = Köz-
nevelés. Vol. 22. 1966. Nr. 4 . 134-136.p. 
167. Mrs. Nagy /Nagy Istvánné/: 
Relation-variations when usirig work sheets and 
exercise-books. = A Biológia Tanitása. Vol. 10. 
1971. Nr. 5. 138-141. p. 
168. Mrs. Nagy /Nagy Istvánné/: 
Answer to an all-round inquiry [concerning the 
role of school television in education]. - Tévé-
pedagógia. Vol. 1 . 1968. Nr. 3. 107-113. p. 
169. Mrs. Nagy /Nagy Istvánné/: 
Didactic value of the work sheets and exercise 
sheets. = Pedagógiai Szemle. Vol. 18. 1968. 
Nr. 12. 1084-1089. p. 
170. Mrs. Nagy: 
The work sheet in the system of the modern means 
of education. = Magyar Pedagógia. Vol. 12. 1972. 
Nr. 4 . 423-431. p. 
171. Mrs, Nagy /Nagy Istvánné/: 
The contact of the work sheet with the text book. 
= Földrajztanitáö. Vol. 14. 1971. Nr. 4 / 5 . 
137-139. p. 
172. Mrs. Nagy, Margit Varga: 
The work sheet as a special form of programmed 
education. » The experiences of programmed 
education. Bp. 1966, Tankönyvkiadó. 83-118. p. 
/Actual questions of pedagogy in Hungary/. 
? 98 
Nag;/ /Nagy Istvánné/: 
Application of work sheets in the 5th form. = A 
Földrajz Tanitása. Vol. 9 . 1966. Nr. 6. 
180-185. p. 
Nagy /Nagy Istvánné/: 
The work sheet in preparing home learning. /A 
passage from a study./ = A Biológia Tanitása. 
Vol. 6. 1967. Nr. 4 . 113-117.p. 
Nagy /Nagy Istvánné/: 
The work sheet in the process of facquiring a 
learning method. ["Fruit-trees", - 5th form] = 
Magyar Pedagógia. Vol. 7 . 1967. Nr. 4. 388-399. 
Nagy /Nagy Istvánné/: 
The efficiency of the simultaneous application 
of television and work sheet in the instructive-
-educative work. = Tévépedagógia. Vol. 3. 1970. 
Nr. 6. 109-219. p. 
177. József Nagy 
The lantern slide plate. Contribution to Ervin 
Vladár's study: "Teaching history and the slide" 
Történelemtanítás. Vol. 12. 1966. Nr. 5. 18. p. 
178. Sándor Orosz: 
The sound-film in the service of training 
teachers training. A conference about the 
modern technical means in higher education. 
[Bp.] (.1965. X I I . [2-40 . ) Bp. 1968, 95-102. p. 
/Higher educational pedagogical studies/ . 
The relationship between school life and society 
179. György Ágoston: 
The direct social environment as an educator. 
/A lecture written for the conference of the 
European Comparative Pedagogical Society. Sevres 
1975. / = Acta Univ. Szeg. de A. J . nom. Sect, 
paed. et psych. 18. Szeged, 1975. 118 p. g 
180. Éva Rózsa: 
An investigation of the relationship between 
family and school at an all-day-school in Hód-
mezővásárhely. = Magyar Pedagógia. Vol. 8 . 






Junior school /Mother tongue, mathematics/ 
181. Mrs. Nagy /Nagy Jánosné/ - István Gazsó: 
The introduction of numbers up to ten. = Módszer 
tani Közlemények. Vol. 2 . 1962. Nr. 3. 38-48. p. 
182. Sándor Majzik - János Nagy: 
Play with the number plate. Mathematics in the 
1st form. = Módszertani Közlemények. Vol. 3. 
1963. Nr. 2. 91-96. p. 
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183. Sándor Majzik - János Nagy: 
The copying of a printed text with written letters 
in the 1st form. = Módszertani Közlemények. Vol. 2 . 
1962. Nr. 2 . 43-49. p. 
184. Sándor Majzik - János Nagy: 
The application of the principle of consciousness 
in teaching 1st formers to write. »Módszertani 
Közlemények. Vol . 3 . 1963. Nr. 1. 3-9. p. 
185. József Nagy: 
Skills in the four species of calculation. — Acta 
Univ. Szeg. de A. J . nom. Sect. paed. Ser. 
specifica. Standardized skills measuring tests. 
Szeged, 1973. 171 p. 
186. József Nagy - Imre Csáki: 
Primary school contextual axarciae : data bank 
Junior school bank of exercises with text. = Acta 
Univ. Szeg. de A. J . nom. Sect. paed. Ser. 
specifica. Standardized skills measuring tests. 
2 . Szeged, 1976. 234 p.. 
187. József Nagy - Mrs. Tankó: 
An investigation of the skill in calculating in 
the numerical system 20. = Pedagógiai Szemle. 
Vol. 18. 1968. Nr. 7 / 8 . 648-656. p. 
Mother tongue and literature 
188 . Sándor Orosz: 
Data to the development of orthography and to 
the pupils' knowledge of grammar. = Our mother . 
tongue in the general school. The material of 
the regional congress organized in Nyíregyháza. 
6-8 of April , 1972. Bp. 1974, Tankönyvkiadó. 
98-99. p. 
189. Sándor Orosz: 
Reflections about the debate on teaching 
composition. = Magyartanítás. Vol. 9 . 1966. Nr. 1 . 
25-35. p. 
190. Sándor Orosz: 
Making pupils write compositions and the 
correction in the senior section of the eight-year 
general school. = Modern teaching of Hungarian. 
(The material of the winter seminary organized in 
Szabadka in 1967. Novi Sad, 1968) . 24-50. p. 
191. Sándor Orosz: 
Results and tasks of teaching composition. The 
lessons of a representative. » Köznevelés. Vol. 26 . 
1970. Nr. 5. 27-30. p. 
192. Sándor Orosz: 
Measuring-methodical problems of comporition 
technique and its national level. Szeged, A 
candidate's dissertation. Szeged, 1970. 370 p. 
Typescript. 
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193* Sándor Oroezt 
Measuring-methodical problems of composition, 
technique and its national level. Szeged, 1970, 
[TMB, Bp,] 16 p. /Theses of a candidate's 
dissertation/. 
194. Sándor Orosz: 
Measuring-methodical problems of composition 
technique and its national level. Bp. 1972, 
Tankönyvkiadó. 207* p. /Measuring results at 
schools/. . 
195. Sándor Orosz: 
Measuring-methodical problems of composition 
technique and its national level. /Theses of a 
candidate's dissertation/. » Pedagógiai Szemle 
Vol. 22. 1972. Nr. 12. 1Ó69-1077. p. 
196. Sándor Orosz: 
Standard evaluation of orthography. » Közneve-
lés. Vol. 27. 1971. Nr. 13. 33-39. p. 
197. Sándor Orosz: 
The development of orthography from the 5th 
form of the general school to the 4th year of 
the secondary school. Bp. 1974, Tankönyvkiadó. 
88 p. 3 pi . /Measuring results at schools/. 
198. Sándor Orosz: 
\ Teaching the theory of literature in school. • 
Modern teaching of Hungarian. (The collection 
of the lectures held at the winter seminary 
organized in Szabadka in 1968 and 1969) . 
N Novi Sad, 1969. 211-224. p. 
199. Sándor Orosz: 
Teaching composition in secondary schools. 
[A doctoral dissertation. Szeged, 1962]. 184, 
P ] 1. Typescript. 
200. Sándor Orosz: 
Teaching composition in secondary schools. 
[Passage from a dissertation]. « Acta Univ. 
Szeg. de A. J . nom. Sect. paed. et psych. 8 . 
Szeged, 1964. 3-18. p. 
201. Sándor Orosz: 
Hungarian grammar. 5th forjp of eight-year general 
school. * Acta Univ. Szeg. de A. J . nom. Sect, 
paed. Ser. Specifica. Standardized tests at the 
end of a theme. 1. Szeged, 1973. 228 p. 
202. Sándor Orosz: 
Hungarian grammar. 6th form of eight-year general 
school. • A<?ta Univ. Szeg. de A. J . nom* Sect, 
paed. Ser. specifica. Standardized tests at the 
end of a theme. 2 . Szeged, 1973. 200 p. 
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203; Sándor Oroszt 
Hungarian grammar. 7th form of eight-year 
general school, «s Acta Univ. Szeg. de A. J . nom» 
Sect. paed. Ser. specifica. Standardized tests 
at the end of a theme. 3* Szeged, 1974. 161 p. 
204. Sándor Orosz: 
Hungarian grammar. 8th form of eight-year general 
school. = Acta Univ. Szeg. de A. J . nom. Sect, 
paed. Ser. specifica. Standardized tests at the 
end of a theme. 4 . Szeged,' 1975. 297 p. 
205. Sándor Orosz: 
Can the curriculum material be learned? = Közne-
velés. Vol. 30. 1974. Nr. 14. 10-11. p. 
206. Sándor Orosz: 
Possibilities of exact measurement concerning 
the pupils' achievement in composition. Acta 
Univ. Szeg. de A. J . nom. Sect. paed. et psych. 
11. Szeged, 1967. 3-14. p. Op. 
See: 247 
Foreign language 
207. József Nagy: 
Quantitative planning of the teaching of foreign ,•„• 
languages. = Magyar Pedagógia. Vol. 8 . 1968. 
Nr. 2-3.., 240-253- p. 
208. József Nagy: 
Skills and proficiency in foreign languages. Some 
problems of the notion of skill and proficiency. 
= Pedagógiai Szemle. Vol. 13. 1963. Nr. 1. . 
31-43. p. 
209. József Nagy: 
Some problems of developing skills and proficiency 
in foreign languages. A doctoral dissertation. 
[Szeged], 1963. 257 1. Typescript. 
210. József Nagy: 
Some problems of developing skills and proficiency 
in foreign languages. ..[Passage from a dissertation] 
= Acta Univ. Szeg. Sect. paed. et psych. 8 . 
Szeged, 1964. 21-36. p. 
211. József Nagy - János Szarka: 
Some problems of teaching to read specialized 
texts in our institutions of higher education. » 
Felsőoktatási Szemle. Vol. 12. 1963. Nr. 7-8. 
455-461. p. 
212. József Nagy - János Kunstár: 
Some problems of developing writing skills in 
Russian. [1-2.] = Az Idegen Nyelvek Tanitása. 
Vol. 7 . 1964. Nr. 4. 110-120. p. Nr. 5. 129-134. p . 
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Mathematics 
213. Margit Ambrus, Mrs, Hunya: 
The use of mechanical aids in mathematical higher 
education, a Felsőoktatási Szemle. Vol. 16. 
1967. Nr. 10 . 603-3H.p . 
214. István Gazsó: 
Our books of mathematics in the secondary school 
after 1949. A doctoral dissertation. Szeged, 
1960. [ 3 ) , 101. 1. Typescript. 
215. József Nagy: 
Programmed teaching of decimals. = The 
experiences of programmed instruction. Bp. 1966, 
Tankönyvkiadó. 9-49. p. /Actual questions of 
pedagogy in Hungary/. 
See: 131, 132, 145. 
Scientific subjects. /Mechanics, chemistry, biology, 
geography/ 
216. János Fekete: 
The reflection of the specialized scientific 
content in the curriculum and text book of the 
subject "Mechanics". = Középfokú Szakoktatás. 
Vol. 8 . 1975. Nr. 6. 37-39. p. 
217. Elemér Kunsági: 
Practical lessens in Biology in secondary school. 
A subject methodological approach. A doctoral 
dissertation. Szeged, 1958. 78 1. 
Typescript. 
218. Elemér Kunsági: 
Practical lessons in Biology praótice in secondary 
school. A subject methodological approach. 
[Passages from a dissertation] . = Acta Univ. Szeg. 
Sect. paed. et psych. 4 . Szeged, 1958. 14 pi 
219. Elemér Kunsági - Mrs. Vida: 
Chemistry. 7th form of eight-year general school. • 
Acta Univ. Szeg, de A. J . nom. Sect. paed. Ser. 
specifica. Standardized tests at the end of a 
theme. 5. Szeged, 1973. 237 p. 
220. Elemér Kunsági - Mrs. Vida: 
Chemistry. 8th form of eight-year general school, a 
Acta Univ. Szeg. de A. J . nom. Sect. paed. Ser. 
specifica. Standardized tests at the end of a 
theme. 6. Szeged, 1974. 340 p. 
221. Elemér Kunsági - Mrs. Vida: 
Work sheets opening a new theme in the teaching 
of chemistry in the 8th year of general school, • 
Directing evaluation of pupils with the help of 
problem-data banks, a Acta Univ. Szeg. de A. J . 
nom. Sect. paed. et psych. Ser. spec. paed. Sze-
ged, 1977. 25-45. p. 
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222. Mrs. Nagy /Nagy Istvánná/: 
Application during the television [geography] 
lesson. = Köznevelés. Vol. 22. 1966. Nr. 20. 
775-776. p. 
223. Mrs. Nagy /Nagy Istvánné/: 
Organizing group-work at the lessons of natural 
history. = A Biológia Tanitása. Vol. 8 . 1969. 
Nr. 1. 17-23. p. 
224. Mrs. Nagy /Nagy Istvánná/: 
How can we have our pupils approach notions of 
political economy used in geography? = 
Experiences of the teachers of geography. 3» 
[Bp. 1963]» Tankönyvkiadó. 3-22 p. /Experiences 
of Hungarian teachers. 9 . / 
225. Mrs. Nagy /Nagy Istvánná/: 
Every pupil has to applioate! = A Földrajz Tani-
tása. Vol. 8 . 1965. Nr. 6. '173-179. p. 
226. Mrs. Nagy /Nagy Istvánná/: 
Pupils' initiative / in classroom work/ at 
geography lessons. A doctoral dissertation. 
Jszeged], 1964. [2] , 174 1. 
Typescript. 
227. Mrs. Nagy, Margit Varga: 
Pupils' initiative / in classroom work/ at 
geography lessons. [Passage from a dissertation], 
a Acta Univ. Szeg, Sect. páed. et psych.. 8 . 
Szeged, 1964. 37-54. p. 
See: 118, 164, 166. 
Physical training 
228. József Nagy: 
Why do "the, otherwise, well-intentioned experts" 
debate? = The subject-character of physical 
training. [Contributions to Zoltán Kálmánchey's 
article^. = Köznevelés. Vol. 23. 1967. Nr. 24. 
933-934. p. 
Miscellaneous 
229. György Ágoston: 
The teaching of constitution and civil rights in 
the French secondary schools. = Köznevelés. 
Vol. 18. 1962. Nr. 22. 698-699. p. 
230. György Ágoston: 
The report of committee No. 1 investigating the 
teaching of national defence in the higher 
educational institutions. = Patriotism - National 
defence. 1973. Nr. 1. 39-56. p. 
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231. László Török: 
The experiences obtained so for concerning the 
teaching of "Knowledge of national defence" in 
the secondary school. [Contributors] the leaders 
of the vocational teams at schools. /A competition/ 
[advertised by the Municipal Cultural Department 
of Szeged]. [Szeged], 1971. 32, [15] 1. 
Typescript. 
SOCIAL AND CULTURAL ACTIVITY BESIDES EDUCATION 
Youth organizations 
232. György Ágoston: 
The special pedagogical activity of children's 
movements in developing independent activity 
and in forming the aptitude for self-governing, 
a National Conference of Pioneer Troop Leaders. ' 
[Bp.] (3-6 of May, 1965. A abbreviated minutes). 
Bp. 1965. Ifjúsági Lapkiadó, 34-53. p. 
233. György Ágoston: 
Independent activity, aptitude.for self-governing 
in the children'8 movements. From the lecture 
delivered at the conference of pioneer troop 
leaders in May of 1965. a Köznevelés. Vol. 21. 
Nr. 13 /14 . 517-520. p. 
234. György Ágoston: 
The style of the leading of pioneer organizations. 
= Köznevelés. Vol. 21. 1965. Nr. 19. 725-726. p. 
235. Mihály Kékes Szabó: 
Some questions of the formation and the communal 
life of secondary school YCL-organizations 
combining different age-groups. A doctoral 
dissertation. Szeged, 1977. 108, [4] 1. 15 pi . 
Typscript. 
236. Éva Rózsa: 
The role of socialist children- and youth 
organizations in organizing the activity outside 
education, a Probleme der ausserunterrichtlichen 
Bildung und Erziehung in der sozialistischen 
Schule. Hrsg. v. d .Universität Rostock [Rostock], 
1974. 136-142. p. |GJ 
Int er-school competitions, competitions 
237. László Gruber: 
The [Sixth] Conference of the Hungarian Scientific 
Student Societies. = Felsőoktatási Szemle. Vol. 
13. 1964. Nr. 1. 48-49. p. 
Cultural competitions 
238. László Gruoer: 
University choir at the Montreux Meeting of 
Choirs. = Felsőoktatási Szemle.. Vol. 72. 1973. 
Nr. 7-8. 495-497. p. 
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239. László Graber: 
National University and College Art Festival in 
Szeged. = Felsőoktatási Szemle. Vol. 15. 1966. 
Nr. 6. 382-383. p. 
Methods of f i ll ing out the leisure time 
240. László Gruber — András Vágvölgyi: 
Collegium Artium. Collegium Polytechnikum. A 
facultative way of training students for popular 
education. = Népművelés. Vol. 10. 1963. Nr. 4 . 
16-17. p. 
241. László Gruber - András Vágvölgyi: 
A facultative way of training students for 
popular education and cultural work at the Attila 
József University. = Felsőoktatási Szemle, Vol .12 . 
1963. Nr. 6. 345-349. p. 
242. László Gruber - László Szentirmai: 
Cultural life at our University. = Report of the 
University. 1948-1967. Szeged, 1968. 129-137. p. 
243« László Gruber: 
Cultural education - self-culture - entertainment. 
A successful year in the cultural life of the 
Attila József University, s Szegedi Egyetem, 
Vol. 8 . 1970. Nr. 10. 7 . p. 
244. László Gruber:-
The Collegium Artium of the Attila József 
University is ten-yéar-old. = Felsőoktatási Szem-
le. Vol. 17. 1968. Nr. 4. 247-249. p. 
See: 111. 
EDUCATION OF ADULTS 
245. József Nagy: 
£Contribution to Gyula Csoma, Yr ' s lecture: 
Basic problems of the educative and instructive 
process in the evening school.] = 1st Hungarian 
Conference of Adult Education. (11-13 of Dec. 
1963.) [Publ. by the} Trade Union of Pedagogues 
. CBp. 1965.3 82-83. p. 
246. Features of adult education. (Ed. Sándor Orosz). Bp. 
1967, Tankönyvkiadó. 115 p. /Actual questions of 
pedagogy in Hungary/. 
247. László Török: 
Some general and subject-didactic problems of 
teaching Hungarian language and literature in 
secondary school corresponding instruction. 
' /A competition advertised by the Municipal 
Cultural Department of Szeged/. [Szeged!, 1962. 
31 1. Typescript. 
See: 242, 345. 
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THE TRAINING AND POSITION OF TEACHERS 
Teacher-training 
248. György Ágoston: 
Forms of possible co-operation of government 
authorities and universities in realizing 
pedagogical research programs. /Document of 
the. session of pedagogical research workers. 
Toronto, 1968 . / = Acta Univ. Szeg. de A. J . üom. 
Sect. paed. et psych. 14. Szeged, (1971). 3-14. p. 
Op. 
249. György Ágöston: 
University training of teachers, practising 
schools, year of probation. = Magyar Pedagógia. 
Vol. 13. 1973. Nr. 3. 276-287. p. 
250. György Ágoston - Mrs. Nagy, Margit Varga: 
Practical pedagogical training of 3rd-year 
students preparing to be secondary school 
teachers. = The role and leading of practice in 
higher education. Bp. 1972, 329-378. p. 
251. György Ágoston: 
The teaching of national defence in the pedagogical 
training of would be^teachers. = Felsőoktatási 
Szemle. Vol. 17. 1968. Nr. 3 . 156-163. p. 
252. György Ágoston: 
The interpretation of complexity in teacher-
-training. = Actual questions*of university 
instructive-educative work at our faculty. / 4 . / 
Competition essaies. Szeged, (1977,} 1976. 
132-150. p. [Publications of the] Faculty of 
Arts of University Attila József. 5 . / 
253« György Ágoston: 
The requirements of life-long education in the 
training of secondary school teachers. » Actual 
questions of university instructive-educative 
work at our faculty. / 3 . / Competition essays. 
Szeged, 1975. 1-41. p. [Publications of the] 
Faculty of Arts of Attila József University. 4 . / 
254. György Ágoston - József Nagy: 
Reorientation of teacher education in the 
framework of lifelong education. = International 
review of Education. Vol. 20. 1974. Nr. 4 . 
486-496. p. 
255. György Ágoston: 
Forms of possible co-operation between government 
authorities and universities in realizing 
pedagogical research programs. =. Boletin del 
Cenied. 1969. I . Nr. 5. 2-13. p. 
256. György Ágoston: 
The significance of the educational conference in 
Szeged. /9-11 of April , 1968 . / = Felsőoktatási 
Szemle. Vo.l. 17. 1968. Nr. 9 . 560-564. p. 
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257. László Gruber - Mihály Kékes Szabó: 
Summer educational practice of university 
students is improving. = Felsőoktatási Szemle. 
Vol. 25. 1976. Nr. 10. 628-630. p. 
258. Elemér Kunsági: 
Practical training at the University of Szeged. 
= Munka és Iskola. Vol. 2 . I960. Nr. 3 . 11-12. p. 
259. Elemér Kunsági: 
The technical practical training. = Szakszerve-
zeti Hirek. 1959. Nr. 11. 12. p. 
260. Elemér Kunsági: 
Technical practical training of students 
preparing to be secondary school teachers will 
start at the University of Szeged. » Delmagyar-
ország. Vol. 15. 21 of Nov. 1959. 
261. Elemér Kunsági: 
Some experiences of school practices in the 
country. = Acta Univ. Szeg. Sect. paed. et psych. 
7 . Szeged, 1963. 31-42. p. 
262. Mrs. Nagy, Margit Varga: 
Tne experiences of the modernization of pedagogicál 
school-observations, = Actual questions of 
university instructive-educative work at our 
faculty. / 3 . / Competition essays. Szeged, 1975. 
Szeged,. 1975. 176-192. p. f Publications of the] 
Faculty of Arts of the Attila József University. 
4 . / 
263. Mrs. Nagy /Nagy Istvánné/: 
The educative effect of pedagogical lectures 
combined with debate. • Felsőoktatási Szemle. 
Vol. 20. 1971. Nr. 5. 282-288. p. 
264. József Nagy: 
The experiences of the school-observations of 
3rd-year university students preparing to be 
teachers. • Acta Univ. Szeg. Sect. paed. et 
psych. 7 . Szeged, 1963. 19-29. p. 
265. Sándor Orosz: 
The educational practice of students preparing 
to be secondary school teachers. Acta Univ. 
Szeg. de A. J . nom. Sect. paed. et psych. 10. 
Szeged, 1966. 43-62. p. 
Op. 
266. Sándor Orosz: 
The spelling orthography of would be teachers. • 
Felsőoktatási Szemle. Vol. 13. 1964. Nr. 6. 
• 356-360. p. 
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267. László Török: 
An analysing investigation of the pedagogical 
observations, made in the secondary school, by 
3rd-year-students of the Faculty of Arts. [A 
study commissioned by the Pedagogical Institute 
of the Faculty of Arts of the Attila József 
University] . /1975/ = Pedagogical studies of the 
teachers of the Tisza-parti Grammar-school, the 
Nursery School and the Water Conservancy 
Vocational School. Vol. 1 . [Szeged], 1976. 
34-62. Typescript. 
See: 64, 161, 178. 
Postgraduate training of teachers 
268. György Ágoston: 
Teachers' training and scientific research in 
pedagogy in Hungary. = University Summer Course. 
Szeged, 27. July- 8 . Aug. 1970. Section " 3 " . 
Lectures. (Szeged, 1970. Print of the SPK, Bp . ) 
138-150. p. E 
269. József Nagy: 
Pedagogical university summer course in Szeged. 
[The role of modern means in the instruction. 
1-12 of Aug. 1964J = Magyar Pedagógia. Vol. 5 . 
1965. Nr. 1. 111-113. p. • 
270. Sándor Orosz: 
Pedagogical use of modern technical means in 
the programme of the university summer course 
in Szeged. = Pedagógiai Szemle. Vol. 15. 1965. 
Nr. 2 . 212-216. p. 
271. Sándor Orosz: 
University summer course in Szeged. [Pedagogical 
use of modern technical/ audio-visual / aids]. 
= Pedagógiai Szemle. Vol. 14. 1964. Nr. 6. 635-
636. p. 
272. Sándor Orosz: 
The second university summer course of Szeged. 
[18-31 of July 1965. - Themes: programmed 
instruction, education of adultsj. Pedagógiai 
Szemle. Vol. 15. 1965. Nr. 11. 1077-180. p. 
The personality of the teacher 
273« György Ágoston: 
About my life and my work. . . = Pedagógiai Szemle 
Vol. 13. 1963. Nr. 11. 1021-1028. p. 
274. László Gruber: 
Prof. Jenő Koltay-Kastner is*80-year-old. = Fel-
sőoktatási Szemle. Vol. 21. 1972. Nr. 4 . 
236-237. p. 
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275. Jó»sef Nagyi 
Lev Naumovics Landa. [The portrait of a scholar]. 
• Köznevelés, Vol. 20. 1964. Nr. 17. 665-665.fi* 
SdSNOB OF SDUGATION 
276* György Ágoston - Sándor Orossi 
An experiment to transform the atruoture of 
secondary school education. « Acta Unlv Sseg. 
de A. J . nom. Sect. paed. et pflych 17. Sveged, 
1974. 3-43. p. È 
277. György Ágoston * Sándor Orosz» 
An experiment to transform the structure of 
secondary school education, » Pedagogical 
research in the servioe of the development of 
the educational system and structure of pehools, 
/The 11th Pedagogical University Summer Course 
of SPK. Szeged, / 1975 / . A compilation frf 
lectures. / 1 /Publ. by the/organization of SPK 
in county Csongrád/. Sseged, 1974. 335-370, p. 
278. György Ágoston» 
An experiment to transform the structure of 
secondary school education in three graœmar^seliQols 
of Csongrád county. • Pedagógiai Ssernle. Vol. 27. 
1977. Nr. 2. 109-121. p. 
279. György Ágoston» < 
The experimental model. • The experiences of the 
'experimental facultative training in 
! oounty . Acta Univ. Szeg. de A. J . no». fePt* 
?! aed. et psych. Ser. spec. paed. Sseged, 1977» 
-20. p. 
280. György Ágostom 
Experimental plan to transform the structure of 
secondary sohool education. /Publ. by the 
Pedagogical Research Group of HAS) [Bp. 19750 
1-24. p. /Reports on the research work, 
translations, bibliographies/. 
281. Acta Universitatis Szegediensis de Attila Jóasef nominatae. 
Seotio paedagogica et psychologica. Tom. 4-. 
¿Ed. György AgQ£iton>. Szeged, 1958-. 
282. Acta Universitatis Szegediensis de Attila Jóssef nominatae* 
Sectio paedagogica et psyo hologica. Series 
specifica^aedagogica. (Ed. György Ap&Btûn)* 
283. Benő Osapót 
The effioienoy of the directing evaluation. /A 
measuring experiment/. - Directing evaluation of nils with the help of problem-dsta banfcs. a Univ. Sseg. de A. J . nam* Seôt. paed, et 
peyoh. Ser. spec. paed. Saeged, 1977. 65-68. p. 
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284. Imre Csiszár» 
The process of overtaking and orientating when 
experimenting the facultative subject-group 
education in grammar-schools. A doctoral 
dissertation. Szeged, 1976. [3], 107, XXXII 1 . 
Typescript. 
285. Erzsébet Czachesz, Mrs. Csiriki 
An investigation of the written vocabulary of 
10-year-old pupils. A doctoral dissertation. 
[Szeged], 1976. [3] , 118. 130. 1. 
Typescript. 
.286. József Nagy» 
Accelerating development? = Köznevelés. Vol . 30 . 
1974, Nr. 26. 26-27. p. 
287. József Nagy» 
The compensating schooling model. Bp, 1974, 
Akadémiai K. 94 p. /Pedagogy and social-
practice, 2 . / 
288. József Nagy: 
The quantification of pedagogical phenomena ae 
the precondition of statistical analysis. « Ma-
gyar Pedagógia. Vol. 6. 1966. Nr. 3 / 4 . 
363-382. p. 
289. Ltev] N[aumovicsJ LAN DA: 
Pedagogy and cybernetics. /Trans. József Nags) . 
1-2. = Köznevelés. Vol. 20. 1964. Nr. 17. 
664-667. p. Nr. 18. 701-706. p. 
290. L[ev] Nfaumovics] LANDA: 
Pedagogy and cybernetics. /Trans. József Nagy/. 
» The role of modern technical means in. 
pedagogy. (Lectures delivered at the University 
Summer Course. Szeged, 1964. [Tubl. by theJ 
Organization of SPK in Csongrád county). 
Szeged, 1966. 125-140. p. 
291. László Török -. János Perényi: 
Laying the theoretical foundation of the 
experiment of a two-period secondary school 
model. /A modified plan-study/. [A study 
commissioned by the Centre of the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences in Szeged. Szeged, 1975.7 
42. 1. 4pl. Multiplication. 
See: 10, 12, 35, 69, 70, 85 , 248, 255, 268. 
Pedagogical research 
292. György Ágoston» 
The organization and co-ordination of pedagogical 
scienclfic research in Hungary. = Recherche en 
education en Europe. [Ed.] Institut de 1' 
UNVESCO pour 1* Education. Hamburg, 1977. 7-18.p. 
/Etudes Pedagogiques Internationales. 35. / £0 
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293.'György Ágoston* 
The structure of educational research and its 
coordination. a Educational research in Europe. 
Amsterdam -.Lisse, 1977, Swets et zeitlinger. 
7—16. p. m 
294. György Ágoston* 
The structure of eduoátionél research and Its 
coordination. • Acta Uniy."Szeg.HIe A. J." nom. 
Sect. paed. et psych. 19. Szeged, 1977. 3-16. p. 
E 
295. György Ágoston - József Nagy* 
Pedagogical research at the university in Szeged. 
The conversation of István Gábor with - - . • 
Magyar Nemzet, Vol. 33. 21 of Dec. 1977. 8 . p. 
296. Sándor Orosz: 
Methods exploring facts in the pedagogical 
research. /1/-2. a Szakmunkásnevelés. Vol. 18. 
1967. Nr. 12. 7-10. p . , Vol. 19. 1968. Nr. 1. 
12-16. p. 
Reviews 
297. György Ágoston: 
The application of statistical methods in 
pedagogical research. /Gfaston] Mialaret's 
[Nouvelle pédagogique scientifique. Paris, 
1954] book. A review/. = Köznevelés, Vol. 20. 
1964. Nr. 5. 178-182. p. 
298. Bogdan Suchodolski: 
We educate for the future. [Bp. 1964.] ["RevJ 
György Ágoston,a Pedagógiai Szemle. Vol. 15. 
1965. Nr. 9 . 873-876. p. 
299. /József Nagy/: 
Two new Hungarian didactics. Sándor Nagy*. 
Didactics. / 1967 / . - Mrs. Székely - István 
Szokolszky: Didactics. / 1 967 / . [Rev] « Peda-
gógiai Szemle. Vol. 18. 1968. Nr. 5. 474-479. p. 
300. József Nagy: 
A book about the educational system. Philip H. 
Coombs: The world crisis of instruction. [Bp. 
1971]. [Rev.] = Köznevelés. Vol. 28. 1972. 
Nr. 1. 29. p. 
301. Pedagogy and continuous modernization. {^Studies on the 
Dasis of the investigations of HPI / . Ed. Árpád 
Kiss 3p. 1973. [Rev.l (József Nagy)] - Magyar Pe-
dagógia. Vol. 14. 1974. Nr. 3.~l40-341. p. 
302. Economics in education. TBp.] (1966.) (József Nagy) 
Munka ós Iskola. 1967. Nr. 3. 29-30. p. 
'303. Public educatiop - from the point of view of an economist. 
a The p l a c i n g of education. /UNESCO stúdiós/. 
[Bp.] Ifoó, [Rev.J József Nagy. = Köznevelés. Vol. 
25. 1969. Nr. 12. 26. p. 
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304. Studies on some topics of pedagogy. 1972-1974. Bp. 1975. 
/Rev . / József Nagy. = Magyar Pedagógia. Vol. 16. 
1976. Nr. 3. 233-300. p . 
305. A new book about the recitation. Iván Falus: The problem 
of feedback in didactics. [Bp.] 1969. [Rev.] 
József Nagy. - Köznevelés. Vol. 25. 1969. Nr. 23. 
26. p. 
306. Magda Fajosek: The methods of developing the sense of 
phrasing. [Bp.] 1968. HPI* [rev.f Sándor Orosz. 
= Magyartanítás. Vol. 12. 1969. Nr. 4 / 5 . 
234-238. p. 
307. Ernst Fischer : The problems of the young generation. 
[Bp.] 1964. [Rev.] Sándor Orosz. = Tiszatáj. 
Vol. 19. 1965. Nr. 2. 156-157." p. 
308. Modern technics and the pedagogy. [Lectures of the 1st 
Pedagogical University Summer Course in Szeged. 
Rev.J Sándor Orosz. * Köznevelés. Vol. 22. 
1966. Nr. 12. 470. p. 
309. What does the "modernization" of school text books 
mean? György Horváth: The structure of the 
curriculum and the book. [Bp, 1972. Rev.] . 
Sándor Orosz. = Köznevelés. Vol. 29. 1973. 
Nr. 2. 13. p. 
31Ó. The role of modern technical means in pedagogy. [Rev.J 
Sándor Orosz. = Borsodi Szdmle. Vol. 10. 1966. 
Nr. 2.. 88-89. p. 
311. The theory of education. Ed. Sándor Nagy, Lajos Horváth. 
Rev. Sándor Orosz. = Pedagógiai Szemle. Vol. 16. 
1966. Nr. 11. 1035-1039. p. 
312. A handbook for keeping the language pure. András 
Dávid*8 book. /Novi Sad,' 1967/ . [Rev.J Sándor 
Orosz. = Köznevelés. Vol. 24. 1968. Nr. 20. 
mrp. 
313. Sociometry in the school. Bp. 1971. [Rev.] Sándor Proaz. 
= Köznevelés, Vol. 28. 1972. Nr. 8 . 20-21. p. 
Philosophical bases of pedagogy 
314. György Ágoston: 
The concept of Marx's "Economical-philosophical 
manuscripts". /Contribution to the philosophical 
bases of pedagogy/. = Magyar Pedagógia. Vol. 5 . 
1965. Nr. 2 / 3 . 149-167. p. 
315. György Ágoston: 
Appearance of "optimistic" technicism in 
pedagogical philosophy. Views of Arnould Clause. 
Magyar Pedagógia. Vol. 12. 1972. Nr. 2 . 204-210. 
.313 
Pedagogy 
316. György Ágoston: 
Por the unambiguous pedagogical terminology, a 
Köznevelés. Vol. 23- 1967. Nr. 13/14. 530-532. p. 
317. György Ágoston: 
School-reform and humane education. = Tiszatáj. 
Vol. 14. I960. Nr. 11. 1. p. 
318. György Ágoston: 
The program of the theory of education. = Studies 
on some topics of education. Bp. 1958, Akadémiai 
K. 65-93. p. Op. 
319. György Ágoston: 
The notion of education, its historical and 
class character and its contact with politics. = 
Pedagógiai ABC. 1. = I f jú Kommunista. Vol. 3. 
1959. Nr. 1. 3-15. p. 
320. György Ágoston: 
The notion of education, its historical and class 
caracter and its contact with politics. - László 
Vadász: The aim and tasks of communistic 
education. [Bp.] 1964, Printing house named If-
júsági. 22 pl. /Curriculum for the students of 
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